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My first wise sayings

1. We are more than 7 billion people on Earth, but I doubt someone knows exactly
who we are...

2. I think we should never come to know that we know everything...

3. If a million-dollar idea crossed your mind one day, please be aware of this: there
are night dreams and there are day dreams as well, you have nothing to worry about.

4. The Einstein's light still has the greatest speed of all.

5. Darwin told us about the human evolution two centuries ago, but many people are
still waiting for directions...

6. The truth is definitely out there, but much farther away.

7. The number of problems gets bigger and bigger all day long, but the number of
solutions seems to increase during the short nights...

8. You still cannot distinguish between Natural and Artificial Intelligence? Don't
worry, you may always ask for the first million decimals of Pi!

9. Unfortunately, intelligence is something we can measure with great accuracy.

10. Particles, atoms, specks of dust, planets, stars, galaxies, universes, particles,
atoms...

11. Difficult choice: to prove my new theory or to demonstrate it cannot be proven?

12. Do you want billions of small beings to worship you? All you have to do is to
create a Big Bang and then wait about 14 billion years!

13. Everything is relative, but the absolute is really something.

14. The light does truly exist; we only have to see it.

15. When it comes of flying, my thoughts seem to have some expertise...

16. How can you tell if a green alien gets upset?

17. Do you think Mars is a far-away planet? Think again! Proxima Centauri b, the
closest exoplanet to Earth, is only 200,000 times farther away from us...

18. When a new born baby cries on Earth, the universe hears and lights up one
thousand new stars.

19. In the repulsive darkness of the cosmic space, black holes are definitely the most
attractive stars.

20. Artificial Intelligence became smarter than us, we hate it. But Artificial
Intelligence is working for us, we also love it.

A few more sayings
21. Once the weakest link is removed, all the other links in the chain will seem
stronger.

22. Things are relatively clear in my absolutely perfect vision.

23. You have to turn on the light in order to see those dark shadows...

24. If a theory of everything would exist, it should explain any possible thing,
including something and nothing.

25. Neurons - small human cells specialized in hiding big secrets.

26. We are all made of stardust, for sure, but the exact recipe is still unknown.

27. Certainly, physicists have spent a lot of energy trying to shed light on the dark
energy mystery.

28. Science, in general, is gaining some extra momentum at this particular moment.

